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T H E  S U P E R  J O U R N A L
Assisted living homes can benefit from the
versatility of Super Nurse Call's wired and

wireless call systems and variety of sensors.
In addition to traditional room call devices

like pendants and pull cords we can provide
door sensors, perimeter gate sensors,

motion sensors and even water leak sensors.
These sensors can be monitored by the same

call system that ensures the safety of your
residents and provides you peace of mind

that your entire facility is secure.
 

For example, our customer Koelsch
Communities uses heavy duty magnetic

contacts on their perimeter gates so
caregivers are immediately notified if one of
these gates is left open. Another customer,
Parkridge Senior Campus, uses our water
sensors in their laundry and bath areas.

Water damage due to leaks is the highest
category of claims filed with insurance

companies in our country. 
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TRUSTED TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPER CAREGIVERS

Security Sensors You Can Rely On

Why we started Super Nurse Call

Last year, our president Morgan Morgan, had the privilege of speaking at BUILD, a
conference hosted by Senior Housing News. At the conference, he spoke about why

he started Super Nurse Call, how it's going, and his goals for the future. 
 

"We wanted to provide a system that created less stress for the caregivers.
Oftentimes, I’ll go into facilities and they’ll have one or two or even three different

systems with different alarms, different sounds, different lights, that can really cause
fatigue with the caregiving staff. We try to provide a much more simple, integrated

interface for the caregivers."
 

Interested in hearing more? Listen to the recording here.
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